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Abstract
Multivariate lifetime data frequently arise so it is important to consider dierent multivariate distributions
that could be used to model aging concepts. The generalization of univariate versions has two main problems.
One of them is the concept of the multivariate quantile and the other one is that the survival function valued
at a multivariate quantile depends on the underlying distributions. For this reason, a new multivariate aging
concept based on the upper corrected orthant is developed. This new multivariate aging is a generalization of
the New Better than Used in Expectation univariate version and a characterization by using the multivariate
excess wealth function is provided. Finally, data from the Comprehensive Cohort Study performed by the
German Breast Cancer Study Group are analysed in order to estimate the parameters in a non-deterministic
model which describes the tumor growth and to realize how this new multivariate ageing notion inuences
in the nal results.
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1. Introduction
Roughly speaking, reliability theory is concerned with determining the probability that a system, possibly
consisting of many components, will work. Therefore, the problem of determining the reliability of a system
is essentially the problem of determining the life distribution of the system. To do this, the usual statistical
method is to t a life distribution function based on a set of the observed lifetime data. On the other
hand, because of the aging eect, most systems degenerate or improve overtime so that they may have life
distributions with some aging property. Multivariate lifetime data frequently arise, and in these situations it
is important to consider dierent multivariate distributions that could be used to model such aging concept.
Some multivariate versions of aging have widely been studied in the literature (see Block and Savits, 1981,
Johnson and Kotz, 1975 and Marshall and Shaked, 1986 among others). Shaked and Shanthikumar (1991)
provided new extensions, not just technical but from a dynamic point of view. In this paper, our starting
point is dierent in this topic since the classical concept of quadrant is not used to give a new notion of
aging.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the multivariate excess wealth concept and some
important properties obtained of this concept are developed. In Section 3, the multivariate New Better than
Used in Expectation (NBUE) concept is dened and characterized throughout the excess wealth function.
The model of tumor growth and an application to real data set is shown in Section 4.
Some notation is given here which will be used throughout the paper. Fundamentally, random vectors will
be dealt with which take on values in R. The space Rn is endowed with the usual componentwise partial
order, which is dened as follows. Let x = (x1;    ; xn) and y = (y1;    ; yn) be two vectors in Rn; and
therefore x  y if xi  yi for i = 1;    ; n: Throughout the paper \increasing" means \non-decreasing" and
\decreasing" means \non-increasing". Particularly, a function  : Rn  ! Rn is said to be an increasing
function when (x)  (y) for x  y: The notation st stands for equality in law. The vector of ones
will be denoted by 1, i.e. 1 = (1;    ; 1) and the corresponding of zeros by 0. And the dimension of 1
will be clear from the expression in which it appears. The multiple integral
R
A
F (t1; : : : ; tn)dt1 : : : dtn will
be denoted as
R
A
F (t)dt: The dimension of a random vector is clear from the context and unless otherwise
stated it is assumed that it is n.
2. The multivariate excess wealth concept
Let X be a random vector in Rn with distribution function (cdf) F (): Let un = (u1; : : : ; un) be a vector in
[0; 1]n, the multivariate u-quantile or the regression representation for X, denoted by
^
x (un); is dened as
bx1(u1) = F X1(u1); bx2(u2) = F X2jX1=bx1(u1)(u2);    ; bxn(un) = F XnjXn 1=bx(un 1)(un);
where F (u) = inffx : F (x)  ug; ui = (u1; : : : ; ui) and Xi = (X1; : : : ; Xi) for all i = 1; : : : ; n:
The interest in such representation is in simulation theory as well as in queue theory and other areas.
In particular, O`Brien (1975) studied a comparison method for stochastic processes by using the regression
representation and Arjas and Lehtonen (1978) used it to approximate many server queues by means of single
server queues. Later, Ruschendorf (1981) ordered distributions in stochastic sense using the multivariate
u-quantile.
More recently, Fernandez-Ponce and Suarez-LLorens (2003) also dened several concepts for a multivari-
ate random vector. The rst concept is the multivariate x-rate vector, denoted by
?
x(x) and dened as
?
x(x1) = P (X1  x1); : : : ; ?x(xn) = P (Xn  xnj
Tn 1
j=1 Xj = xj). The second concept is the right-upper
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orthant at a point z, dened as C(z) = fx 2 Rn : z  xg: At the end, the upper-corrected orthant at a
point z for the random variable X, denoted as RX(z); is dened as
RX(z) = fx 2 Rn : x1  F X1(
?
x1(z1)); : : : ; xn  F XnjTn 1j=1 Xj=xj (
?
xn(zn))g:
In fact, Fernandez-Ponce and Suarez-LLorens (2003) did not consider vectors of non-negative variables
having limited supports on the right. Since vectors of lifetimes with limited supports will also be considered
in this paper, a slight modication of this notion must be dened as a generalization of the previous
one. By taking into account that the support of a random vector X is dened as Supp(X) = fx 2 Rn :
P [X 2 Bx(")] > 0 for all " > 0g where Bx(") is the centered ball at x with radius "; then the following
denition can be given.
Denition 2.1. Let X be a random vector. The upper corrected orthant associated to X at z 2 Supp(X)
is dened as
RX(z) = fx 2 Supp(X) : x1  F X1(
?
x1(z1)); : : : ; xn  F XnjTn 1j=1 Xj=xj (
?
xn(zn))g:
It is easily shown that if X is a random vector with independent components then RX(z) = C(z)\Supp(X):
Remark 2.1. Note that if t1  t2 is veried then it could not be held that RX(t2)  RX(t1): For example,
let X be a bivariate random vector with joint density function given by
fX(t) =
8<: 2=3 if t 2 T1;4=3 if t 2 T2;
0 otherwise
where T1 is in the triangle with vertices (0; 0); (0; 1) and (1; 1); and T2 is in the triangle with vertices
(0; 0); (1; 0) and (1; 1):
Let t1 = (
1
2 ;
1
2 ) be a point in a border of T1. By straightforward computations, it is easily veried that
RX(t1) =

x  1
2
; y  x+ 1
3

:
Now, by considering t2 = (
2
3 ;
1
2 ), it is held that t1  t2, and t2 2 RX(t2). But, t2 62 RX(t1). Thus
RX(t2) * RX(t1).
From now on, throughout the paper, assume that the following regularity conditions (RC) are veried by
every cdf F .
1. F is a continuous function.
2. The function bx : u! bx(u) is dierentiable at each component.
3. The conditional distribution of Xi to X1; : : : ; Xi 1 (Fij1;:::;i 1) is a continuous and strictly increasing
function for i = 1; : : : ; n: For convenience F1j0 = F1:
4. F XijX1;:::;Xi 1(0) <1 for all i = 1; : : : ; n:
It is easy to verify that under the regularity conditions above there is a one to one correspondence between
vectors un 2 [0; 1)n and the points x 2 Supp(X).
The next result is the main reason of interest in the notion of upper corrected orthant. The proof can be
seen in Proposition 2.1 in Fernandez-Ponce and Suarez-Llorens (2003).
Proposition 2.1. Let X be a random vector. Then
PfX 2 RX[bx(un)]g = nY
j=1
(1  uj) for all un 2 [0; 1)n:
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This result means that the upper corrected orthant at the un quantile accumulate the same probability
for two random vectors with distribution functions under the regularity conditions. By using this property,
Fernandez-Ponce and Suarez-LLorens (2003) dened a new dispersive ordering based on conditional quantiles
more widely separated.
Furthermore, let t = (t1; t2) be a point in Supp(X). Then it is easily shown that
P (X 2 RX(t)) =
Z +1
t1
Z +1
F 
2jw1 (F2jt1 (t2))
f(w1; w2)dw2dw1
=
Z +1
t1
fX1(w1)
Z +1
F 
2jw1 (F2jt1 (t2))
fX2jX1=w1(w2)dw2dw1:
Consequently, it is obtained that
P (X 2 RX(t)) = P (X1 > t1)P (X2 > t2jX1 = t1): (1)
This equality can easily be generalized for the n dimensional case by induction arguments.
Note that, in particular, from Proposition 2.1 easily follows that RX[bx(0)] = Supp(X).
Now, the multivariate excess wealth function is dened by generalizing the univariate version. Recall that
the univariate excess wealth function of a random variable X, which was dened and widely studied by
Fernandez-Ponce et al. (1996), is dened as
S+X(u) = E[(X   F X (u))+] = E[maxfX   F X (u); 0g] =
Z 1
F X (u)
FX(t)dt for u 2 [0; 1]:
Denition 2.2. Let X be a nonnegative random vector. The multivariate excess wealth function associated
to X, when it exists, is dened as
S+X(u) =
Z
RX[
^
x(u)]
P [X 2 RX(t)] dt for all u 2 [0; 1]n: (2)
Note that if U is a uniform [0; 1] random variable then F X (U) =st X. In multivariate settings, this
property is generalized by the regression representation (see Shaked and Shanthikumar, 2007, pag 267).
That is, x^(U) =st X where U = (U1; : : : ; Un) with U1; : : : ; Un are independent uniform [0; 1] random
variables. Consequently, x^(u) plays the same role in the multivariate case as F X (u) in the univariate case
and RX[
^
x(u)] as (F X (u);+1). This similarity justies the integration domain in (2). As it can be seen
in Proposition 2.1, the corresponding probability in the upper corrected orthant associated to X at bx(u)
is the multivariate version of the probability in the u-quantile upper orthant for univariate distributions,
being P[X 2 RX(bx(u))] = P[X  F X (u)] = 1   u in the univariate case. For this reason, it is used in the
integrand in (2).
Several interesting properties for the multivariate excess wealth function can be shown as in the univariate
case. For example, it is easily veried that S+X(u) is a decreasing function in u and invariant with respect
to changes in a location parameter. Also, in a similar way to the univariate case, 0  S+X(u)  S+X(0) for all
u in [0; 1]n holds. Furthermore, in the case of independent random variables, the multivariate excess-wealth
function can be decomposed as the product of the corresponding univariate excess-wealth functions.
Particularly, it is interesting to obtain an expression easier to hand for the bivariate excess wealth function.
Let X = (X1; X2) be a bidimensional random vector with density function fX(x1; x2): Let (u1; u2) in [0; 1)
2
and let x = (x1; x2) be a point in R2 such that x1  F X1(u1) and x2  F X2jX1=x1(u2) so that it is held
x 2 RX(bx(u1; u2)):
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By using (1) the bivariate excess wealth function can be expressed as
S+X(u1; u2) =
Z 1
F X1 (u1)
FX1(t1)  S+X2jX1=t1(u2)dt1: (3)
Fernandez-Ponce et al. (1996) showed that if X is a univariate random variable with support on [0;1) and
nite mean  then S+X(0) = : It is interesting to study a possible generalization of this property. For this
reason, the following denition is given.
Denition 2.3. Let X be a nonnegative random vector. Then the multiple expectation associated to X;
when it exists, is dened as the real value
X =
Z
Supp(X)
P [X 2 RX(t)] dt:
If X is a univariate random variable with support on (a;+1), where a is a nonnegative value, then it is
held that
Z +1
a
F (t)dt = E(X)  a:
Obviously, this equality does not exist for the multivariate case. However, a similar condition can be
obtained. That is, if X = (X1; X2) is a bivariate random variable, then under straightforward calculations
is easily obtained by using (1) that
X =
Z 1
F X1 (0)
F 1(t)E[X2jX1 = t]dt 
Z +1
F X1(0)
F 1(t)F
 
X2jX1=t(0)dt: (4)
Particularly, if X represents a non-negative bivariate random lifetime with Supp(X) = [0;+1)2; then
X =
R1
F X1 (0)
F 1(t)E[X2jX1 = t]dt is veried. For this reason, the corrected multiple expectation associated
to X is dened as
X =
Z 1
F X1 (0)
F 1(t)E[X2jX1 = t]dt; (5)
when it exists.
Furthermore, if the components are independent random variables, then the multiple expectation coincides
with the product of the marginal expectations.
Also, it is interesting to note that in general it is held that
S+X(0; 0) = X  X:
Remark 2.2. The corrected multiple expectation, X, can be dened for higher dimension. An method to
compute X and X for any dimensions is given in Appendix A.
3. The NBUE property: a new multivariate version
Dierent aging concepts have been dened and studied in reliability literature (see Barlow and Proschan,
1975, Fernandez-Ponce et al., 1996, and Shaked and Shanthikumar, 2007, Gupta and Peng, 2009, among
others). In particular, the New Better than Used in Expectation (NBUE) notion has been dened to describe
the property satised by an item whose residual lifetime decrease in the expectation alon time. Formally,
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assume that X represents the lifetime of an item with absolutely continuous distribution FX(), survival
function FX(t) = P[X > t] and mean residual life function X(t) = E[X  tjX > t] =
R1
t
FX(u)du
FX(t)
, for t  0.
Then,
X is NBUE if X(0)  X(t) for all t  0:
An exhaustive list of applications and properties of this notion may be found, for example, in Barlow and
Proschan (1975), Hollander and Proschan (1984) or Kochar and Wiens (1987). NBUE random variables
have been also characterized by mean of dierent stochastic orderings (see Shaked and Shanthikumar, 2007).
Now, a new multivariate version of the mean residual life function is given.
Denition 3.1. Let X be an n-dimensional random variable. The total expected residual life of X in x is
dened, when it exists, as the following real value:
X(x) =
1
PfX 2 RX(x)g
Z
RX(x)
P [X 2 RX(t)] dt (6)
for all x 2 Supp(X):
Note there exists a closed relationship between the total expected residual life function and the multivariate
excess wealth function. In fact, it is held that
S+X(u) = X(bx(u)) nY
i=1
(1  ui): (7)
By taking into account the last comments in the above section and the denition of the univariate NBUE
property, the following denition is given.
Denition 3.2. Let X be a non-negative random vector with nite translate total expectation X. X is said
to have a Corrected Multivariate New [Worse] Better than Used in Expectation (X 2 FCMNBUE[CMNWUE])
distribution if
X  [] X(x)
for all x = (x1;    ; xi;    ; xn) 2 Supp(X).
Example 3.1. Let X = (X1; X2) be a bivariate vector with Supp(X) = A [B and a joint density function
given by
f(x1; x2) =
8<:
1
2 if (x1; x2) 2 A;
1 if (x1; x2) 2 B;
0 otherwise
where
A = f(x1; x2) 2 R2 : 0  x1  1; 0  x2  1g and B = f(x1; x2) 2 R2 : 1  x1  2; 0  x2  2  x1g:
The total expected residual life of X is given by
X(x) =
(
(x2 1)(2x21 8x1+7)
8(x1 2) if (x1; x2) 2 A;
1
8 (x1   2)(x1 + x2   2) if (x1; x2) 2 B:
In particular, X = X = 7=16. Moreover, the total expected residual life is decreasing in x. In fact, if
(x1; x2) 2 A,
@
@x1
X(x) =
(x2   1)(2x21   8x1 + 9)
8(x1   2)2 and
@
@x2
X(x) =
2x21   8x1 + 7
8(x1   2)
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which are negative for all (x1; x2) 2 A and if (x1; x2) 2 B,
@
@x1
X(x) =
1
8
(2x1 + x2   4) and @
@x2
X(x) =
1
8
(x1   2)
which are also negative for all (x1; x2) 2 B. Therefore, given that X(x) is decreasing, for all x  0,
X = X  X(x), that is, X has a CMNBUE distribution.
Now, it is proved that if X1 and X2 have NBUE distributions and ' is a nonnegative function, the random
vector (X1; '(X1) +X2) has a CMNBUE distribution.
Theorem 3.1. Let X1 and X2 be two independent and NBUE univariate distributions and let ' : R ! R
be a nonnegative function. Hence Z = (Z1; Z2) = (X1; '(X1) +X2) has a CMNBUE distribution.
Proof. Let F1 and F2 be the corresponding distribution functions of the random variables X1 and X2,
respectively. It is easily shown that
Z =
Z 1
0
F 1(t)E('(X1) +X2jX1 = t)dt
=
Z 1
0
'(t)F 1(t)dt+E(X1)E(X2): (8)
Obviously, it is held that Supp(Z) = f(z1; z2) 2 R2 : z1 > 0; z2   '(z1) > 0g.
Then, using (6), if z = (z1; z2) 2 Supp(Z), it is obtained that
Z(z) =
1
F 1(z1)F 2(z2   '(z1))
Z 1
z1
F 1(t1)dt1
Z 1
z2 '(z1)
F 2(t2)dt2
= E(X1   z1jX1 > z1)E [X2   (z2   '(z1))jX2 > (z2   '(z1))]
for all z2 > '(z1): Furthermore, by using the fact that X1 and X2 have NBUE distributions, the following
inequality is veried
E(X1   z1jX1 > z1)E [X2   (z2   '(z1))jX2 > (z2   '(z1))]  E(X1)E(X2):
Consequently, from (8) and using the fact that '() is a nonnegative function, it is easily deduced that
Z > E(X1)E(X2)  Z(z) for all z in Supp(Z):
Thus, the random vector Z = (X1; '(X1) +X2) is CMNBUE by using Denition 3.2.
The following result gives a necessary and sucient condition for the CMNBUE property of X, based on
the multivariate excess wealth function. It can be considered as a generalization of Corollary 3.1. (c) in
Fernandez-Ponce et at. (1998).
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a random vector verifying the regularity conditions (RC). X is a CMNBUE
distribution if and only if
S+X(u)  X
nY
j=1
(1  uj) for all u 2 [0; 1)n:
Proof. Firstly, assume that X has a CMNBUE distribution. By Denition 3.2, X  X(x) is held for all
x 2 Supp(X): From (RC) dened in Section 2, it is also known that for each x 2 Supp(X); only one vector
u 2 [0; 1)n exists such that x = bx(u): Now, by using the equality (7) and the Proposition 2.1, the result is
held. Conversely, if S+X(u)  X
nY
j=1
(1  uj) for all u 2 [0; 1)n, and X veries the regularity conditions, then
it is easily seen that X has a CMNBUE distribution.
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4. An application to real dataset
4.1. The model
Albert et al. (1978a) and Albert et al. (1978b) studied the age and tumor size at detection. They assumed
that the models for tumor detectability can be synthesized by rst modeling the behavior of tumor growth
over time and superimposing a model for detection probability as a function of tumor size. Hanin and
Boucher (1999) used this model to approach the problem of optimal cancer screening.
Let T be the age at tumor onset and W be the time of spontaneous detection of the tumor measured from
the onset of disease. Dene a random variable S to represent tumor size (the number of cells in a tumor)
at spontaneous detection. Hanin and Boucher (1999) supposed that the law of tumor growth is described
by a deterministic function f : [0;1)  ! [1;1) with f(0) = 1, such that S = f(W ). It is assumed that:
(a) random variables T and W are absolutely continuous and independent.
(b) function f is dierentiable and f
0
> 0.
(c) the hazard rate for spontaneous detection of the tumor is proportional to the current tumor size with
a non-negative coecient. That is, rW (w) = S(w) = f(w), where  is a non-negative constant.
Sample values of the random vector Y = (S; T +W ) with components interpreted as tumor size at sponta-
neous detection and age, respectively, can be observed. In the particular case of exponential tumor growth,
the joint density function for the random variable Y is easily obtained (see Bartoszynski et al., 2001).
Under these considerations, we study estimations of the parameters in a non-deterministic model which
relates the variables S and W . Also, we analyze the unknown random variable T plus a unknown random
delay, which will be denoted by .
For our model, the following hypothesis are considered.
C1. The unknown variables W and T have NBUE distributions. Note that this property is an intuitive
survival property for the random variable W , as well as for the random variable T . In fact, W has an
NBUE distribution if E(W )  E(W   wjW > w) is veried for all w in R: This inequality indicates
that the mean time of spontaneous detection of tumor measured from the onset of disease is greater
than or equal to the mean residual time of spontaneous tumor detection by assuming that this time
is greater than w. Similarly, if T has an NBUE distribution, then the mean time from the birth of
an individual to the appearance of the rst tumor cell is greater than, or equal to, the mean residual
time to the appearance of the rst tumor cell by assuming that this time is greater than t.
C2. The distribution of tumor size S is unknown but it is assumed that the logarithm of S has an NBUE
distribution.
C3. A non-deterministic exponential tumor growth is assumed. So, the relationship between S and W can
be modeled as
W = +  lnS + (9)
where  > 0 and  is a random delay which is independent of S.
C4. It is assumed that T + has an NBUE distribution.
Consequently, we have a random sample of size n from a homogeneous population:
yi = (si; vi) i = 1;    ; n with vi = ti + wi and wi = +  ln si + i
and where si and vi represent the tumor size and the age at detection for the i th patient, respectively.
Note that the values of ti and wi are completely unknown.
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From the relationship vi = ti + +  ln si + i for all i, it follows that
ti + i = vi      ln si for i: (10)
For simplicity, the value ti + i will be denoted by i for i = 1; : : : ; n, as sample values of the variable
 = T +, where T is the time at onset and  is the nonnegative random time in (9).
It is easy to show, by using Theorem 3.1 and taking X1 = lnS, X2 = T +  + and (x) = x, that the
random vector (lnS; V ) = (lnS; T +  +  lnS + ) has a CMNBUE distribution. That means that the
multiple expectation associated to the vector with component logarithm of tumor size and age at detections
is greater than or equal to the total expected residual life of this vector in any particular value of the vector
(lnS; V ). This property enables a condition to be established in the problem of estimating the parameters
 and  in the model given in (9).
Therefore, from a conservative point of view, to estimate the above parameters is equivalent to estimating
 and  such that the sum
Pn
i=1 i is minimized under the constraints i  0 for all i and (lnS; T +  +
 lnS +) 2 FCMNBUE . This problem can be formulated as
min
nX
i=1
i
s.t.
i  0 for all i; (11)
(lnS; T + +  lnS +) 2 FCMNBUE: (12)
In order to break down the model more easily, the restriction (12) must be expressed in a dierent way. In
Appendix B, it is shown that, by using Theorem 3.2, it is veried that
(lnS; T + +  lnS +) 2 FCMNBUE if, and only if,
S+lnS(u1)
E(lnS)(1  u1) 
S+T+(u2)
E(T +)(1  u2)  1 +

E(T +)
+ 
E(ln2 S)
E(lnS)E(T +)
(13)
for all (u1; u2) 2 [0; 1)2:
In particular, the inequality (13) is obtained for (0; 0). Moreover, by assumption, the variables lnS and
T +  have NBUE distributions, so their corresponding univariate excess wealth functions S+lnS(u1) and
S+T+(u2) are decreasing for all u1 and u2. Moreover, it is veried that (see Fernandez-Ponce et al., 1998)
S+lnS(u1)  E(lnS)(1  u1) and S+lnS(0) = E(lnS) for all u1 2 [0; 1);
S+T+(u2)  E(T +)(1  u2) and S+T+(0) = E(T +) for all u2 2 [0; 1):
Therefore, by taking into account that E(T +) > 0, the inequality (13) is equivalent to
0  + E(ln
2 S)
E(lnS)
:
Thus, the problem for estimating  and  is the following linear programming problem:
min
nX
i=1
i
s.t. i  0 for all i;
0  + E(ln
2 S)
E(lnS)
:
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Given that the distribution of lnS is unknown, the values E(ln2 S) and E(lnS) are also unknown but nite.
Considering that Tn =
Pn
i=1 ln
2 siPn
i=1 ln si
converges almost sure to E(ln
2 S)
E(lnS) ; this problem can be solved by replacing
the last constraint with the following inequality
0  + Tn: (14)
Note that our model is not exactly a parametric regression model since the `residual' random variable is
non-negative. Neither a non-regular regression can be used (see Smith, 1994), because of the hypothesis
on the tail of the distribution function for the errors, which cannot be veried for NBUE distributions in
general. Consequently, this problem must be solved by using a dierent tool. In particular, the quantile
regression model is used. For more details about quantile regression and the iterative algorithm which must
be used to estimate the parameters see Koenker and Basset (1978) and Koenker and D'Orey (1987).
Now, note that the values of  and  that minimize the sum of i for all i  0 can be obtained by solving
the problem of the smallest regression quantile when the values i = vi       ln si for i = 1; : : : ; n are
considered as the values of the residual variable.
Thus, it can be concluded that, from a conservative point of view, estimating the parameters in our model
is equivalent to solving a particular problem of quantile regression. Moreover, it is possible to analyse the
unknown variable T + by means of the residuals obtained in this quantile regression.
4.2. Dataset analysis
4.2.1. Materials and Methods
From July 1984 to December 1989, the German Breast Cancer Study Group initially recruited 720 patients
with primary node positive breast cancer into the Comprehensive Cohort Study (Schmoor et al., 1996).
Some of the variables considered for each patient were: date of diagnosis, patient's age at diagnosis, tumor
size (tumor diameter in mm), tumor grade and number of nodes involved. The study itself which was
realized by this group is not of interest for the present purpose. Our attention is focused on two variables:
age at detection and tumor size. The 686 patients who completed the data for the standard factors of age
and tumor size are analysed in this study.
Tumor size, initially given in mm, was transformed into the number of tumor cells per cm3. For this, it
is assumed the tumor is a symmetric ball in R3 and it is considered that approximately 1012 tumor cells
exist per cm3, (see Spanish Society of Medical website, http://www.seom.org/). A descriptive analysis was
realized for tumor size as well as patient's age at detection. The NBUE property for both variables was
conrmed by using a statistical test given by Fernandez-Ponce et al. (1996). The plots of their univariate
excess-wealth functions were also used to recognize this property.
The parameters in the model that relate the variables sojourn time (W ) and tumor size (S) were estimated
by using the model proposed in the above section. The residuals of this regression are considered as the
estimation of the age at tumor onset plus a random delay for each patient.
All statistical analyses were performed using R software. In particular, the quantreg package was used to
solve the problems of quantile regression (see http://cran.r-project.org/ and Appendix A in Koenker, 2005.
4.2.2. Results
A descriptive analysis for the variables age, tumor size and the logarithm of tumor size is given in Table 1.
The p-values for the Shapiro-Wilk normality test was 0.00 for both cases, therefore the normality hypothesis
is rejected for both variables.
The plots of the empirical excess-wealth (ew) functions of the age and logarithm of tumor size are given in
Figure 1. It can be observed that the empirical ew function of the age variable is under the line from the
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Table 1: A descriptive analysis for the age, tumor size and the logarithm of tumor size .
Mean Median Interquartile Standard
interval deviation
Age 53 53.2 46  61 10.12
Tumor size 2:53  1016 8:18  1012 4:18  1015   22:4  1015 5:96  1016
Logarithm of
tumor size 29.89 29.732 20:06  30:74 1.37
Figure 1: (a) Empirical ew function of age (blue line) and empirical ew function for exponential with parameter equal to the
inverse of mean age; (b) Empirical ew function of logarithm tumor size (blue line) and empirical ew function for exponential
with parameter equal to the inverse of mean logarithm tumor size; (c) Empirical ew function of tumor size (blue line) and
empirical ew function for exponential with parameter equal to the inverse of mean tumor size.
point (1, 0) to point (0; V ), where V is the sample mean age. Note that this line corresponds to the ew
function of an exponential distribution with parameter  =  1V . Similarly, this fact occurs for the logarithm
of tumor size. From a theoretical viewpoint, this property is always veried for all variables having an NBUE
distribution. Moreover, the NBUE property of age and the logarithm of tumor size were checked by means
of the test for NBUE alternatives given by the Fernandez-Ponce et al. (1996). The statistic for this test,
	(Fn(t)), is based on the empirical ew function and it has really interesting asymptotic properties. For
patient's age is obtained that 	(Fn(t)) = 0:4741 and, for the logarithm of tumor size, the corresponding
statistic is obtained with a value 	(Fn(t)) = 0:4942. Therefore, for both random variables we can assume
the NBUE property (see critical values for NBUE alternatives in Table 2). In contrast with these variables,
the tumor size variable S does not have this ageing property, but it has the dual property NWUE (New
Worst than Used in Expectation). In Figure 1 c), it can be seen that the empirical ew function is on the
line from the point (1,0) to point (0; S), where S is the sample mean of tumor size. When the constraint
(lnS; T +  +  lnS +) 2 FCMNBUE was not included in the quantile regression problem, the estimates
intercept and slope of the smallest quantile regression line were ^ =  36:04 and ^ = 2:02, respectively. It
should be added that the smallest regression quantile is obtained for  = 0:0001 (since for values of  upper
than 0.0001 some residuals are negative and then they would not verify the constraint (11), and for values
of  lower than 0.0001, it is obtained the same residuals and the same quantile regression line).
The mean and the standard deviation for the residuals obtained from the quantile regression were 28.56
and 10.47, respectively. A 95 percent condence interval for this mean was (27.78; 29.35) and the standard
error was 0.40. Recall that, from a conservative point of view, the ith residual in the quantile regression
is considered as the estimation of the value ti + i . Therefore, it would be said that the mean age at
appearance of the rst tumor cell plus a random delay was approximately 28.56 years, when the CMNBUE
Table 2: Critical value for NBUE alternative with dierent signicance levels and sample size.
n 
0.1 0.05 0.01
400 0.0549 0.0732 0.0925
450 0.0544 0.0715 0.0910
475 0.0543 0.0661 0.0876
500 0.0532 0.0654 0.0818
600 0.0434 0.0570 0.0737
650 0.0425 0.0535 0.0736
700 0.0401 0.0532 0.0721
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Table 3: Quantiles of the estimated variable T +  when the CMNBUE property of vector (lnS; T +  +  lnS + ) is not
considered (case 1) and is considered (case 2) as a constraint in the quantile regression problem.
Q(0:05) Q(0:25) Q(0:5) Q(0:75) Q(0:95)
Case 1 10.81 20.89 28.54 36.90 45.00
Case 2 11.96 21.85 29.38 37.56 45.35
Table 4: Approximate age at detection for dierent values of tumor size.
Tumor size bV bVl bVu Tumor size bV bVl bVu
(mm) (mm)
3 42.63 41.86 43.41 16 50.61 49.84 51.39
4 44.00 43.23 44.78 18 51.17 50.40 51.95
5 45.07 44.29 45.84 20 51.67 50.90 52.45
6 45.94 45.16 46.71 25 52.74 51.96 53.51
7 46.81 46.03 47.58 30 53.61 52.83 54.38
8 47.31 46.53 48.08 40 54.98 54.20 55.75
9 47.87 47.09 48.64 50 56.04 55.27 56.82
10 48.37 47.60 49.15 60 56.91 56.14 57.69
12 49.24 48.46 50.01 70 57.64 56.87 58.42
14 49.98 49.21 50.76 80 58.28 57.51 59.06
constraint is not considered. It was also proved that the variable T +  has an NBUE distribution, given
that the value of statistic for the test for NBUE alternatives was 	(Fn(t)) = 0:4305.
On the other hand, if the property (lnS; T ++  lnS +) 2 FCMNBUE is included as a constraint in the
quantile regression problem, the estimated intercept and slope are ^ =  23:80 and ^ = 1:59, respectively.
The mean and the standard deviation for the residual variable obtained from the quantile regression were
29.30 and 10.33, respectively. A 95 percent condence interval for this mean was (28.53; 30.08) and the
standard error was 0.39. Therefore, if the multivariate aging property is considered, it could be concluded
that the mean age at the rst tumor cell appearance plus a random delay is approximately 29.30 years.
Table 3 shows dierent estimated quantiles for the variable T +  when the CMNBUE property is and is
not considered in the quantile regression problem.
Considering the estimations of the parameters  and  when it is included the multivariate aging property
in the linear program problem, the patients's age at detection is approximated for dierent tumor sizes by
using the relationship bV = b + b lnS + T +, where T + is the estimation of the mean of the variable
T +  obtained as the mean of the residuals in the quantile regression. Table 4 shows the results. In the
third and forth columns, the age at detection is also given when the variable T + is estimated by the lower
and upper values of the condence interval for T +, respectively.
4.2.3. Conclusions
Data from the Comprehensive Cohort Study performed by the German Breast Cancer Study Group are
analysed in order to estimate the parameters in the non-deterministic model which describes the tumor
growth when the patient'age at detection and the tumor size are known. Several descriptive statistics of the
time onset variable plus a random delay were also obtained. For this propose, the model studied in Section
4.2 has been applied. In order to realize how the multivariate aging CMNBUE property inuences in our
results, the linear programming problem is solved in two dierent cases. In the rst case the CMNBUE
property is not included as a constraint in the problem whereas it is included in the second case.
The hypothesis of the model are actually conrmed. The initially assumed NBUE property of the detection
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age and the logarithm of tumor size are checked as well as the NBUE property of the estimated variable
T +.
Under a non-deterministic exponential tumor growth, and from a conservative point of view, the estimations
of parameters in the model (9) were b =  36:04 and b = 2:02 when the multivariate property was not
included as a constraint and b =  23:80 and b = 1:59 when this property was included. Estimations of
the values ti + i, dened as in (10), were obtained as the residuals of the smallest quantile regression of
the response variable V and the independent variable lnS. A paired t-test is applied for these residuals
(with and without the inequality (14)) obtaining a p-value < 2:2  10 16. Consequently, the residuals are
signicatively dierent.
Given that the CMNBUE property appears as an inherent property of the vector (lnS; V ), attention was fo-
cused on the approximate age at detection, when this constraint is considered. Some interesting conclusions
about the age at detection can be obtained from Table 4. Mammography is a well-known test commonly
used in breast cancer screening. The main advantage of mammography is that it can nd tumors that are
too small to palpated and allows an early diagnosis to be obtained. However, the mammography has some
disadvantages. False-negatives test results frequently occur in young women because, in this group, the
breast tissue is more dense. The same occurs with the false-positives. They are more common in younger
women, women with a family history of breast cancer or women who have had previous breast biopsies.
In addition, mammography exposes the breast to radiation which is considered as a risk factor for breast
cancer. For women younger that 50 years of age, the risks from a radiation exposure or a false-positive
test result may be greater that the benets provided by annual mammogram screening. In light of these
disadvantages of mammography in breast cancer screening, the test is recommended every two years in
women between the ages of 50 and 74 years. (See, for example, the National Cancer Institute (USA) web-
site http://www.cancer.gov, and the Spanish Society of Medical Oncology website http://www.seom.org/).
However, the results in Table 4 show that tumors of a smaller size (tumor diameter between 3 mm and 14
mm) are detected at ages of less than 50 years. It is worth noting that the 40 percent of women in this
study were younger than 50 years of age. Clear evidence is shown for the need to consider breast cancer
screening in women younger than 50 years of age. However, given the disadvantages presented by mammog-
raphy, other tests should be considered for younger women. This fact would justify the time and capital
investment needed in research for new techniques to detect breast cancer and to consider younger women
for breast cancer screening.
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Appendix A. A method to compute X and X
Let X = (X1; : : : ; Xn) be a random vector in Rn. A recursive method to compute X and X is developed.
Let ti = (t1;    ; ti) be a point in Ri and Xi = (X1; : : : ; Xi) be a random vector in Ri, for i = 1; : : : ; n  1.
Algorithm.
1. By using (4) and (5), it is obtained that
(Xn 1;Xn)jXn 2=tn 2 = (Xn 1;Xn)jXn 2=tn 2  Z 1
F 
Xn 1jXn 2=tn 2 (0)
FXn 1jXn 2=t(w)F
 
Xnj(Xn 2=tn 2;Xn 1=w)(0)dw:
and
(Xn 1;Xn)jXn 2=tn 2 =Z 1
F 
Xn 1jXn 2=tn 2 (0)
FXn 1jXn 2=t(w)E[XnjXn 2 = t; Xn 1 = w]dw:
2. The following steps are
(Xi;:::;Xn)jXi 1=ti 1 =Z 1
F 
XijXi 1=ti 1 (0)
FXijXi 1=ti 1(w)(Xi+1;:::;Xn)j(Xi 1=ti 1;Xi=w)dw:
for i = 2; : : : ; n  2:
3. The last computation is
X =
Z 1
F X1 (0)
FX1(w)(X2;:::;Xn)jX1=wdw
and
X = X +
Z
Supp(Xn 1)
P
 
Xn 1 2 RXn 1(tn 1)

F XnjXn 1=tn 1(0)dtn 1:
Appendix B. Proof of the inequality (19)
Denote L = lnS, and consider H = (L;+ L+ T +). By Denition 2.2, it is obtained that
S+H(u1; u2) =
Z 1
F L (u1)
FL(t1)  S++L+T+jL=t1(u2)dt1; (B.1)
and we know that
S++L+T+jL=t1(u2) =
Z 1
F 
+L+T+jL=t1 (u2)
F+L+T+jL=t1(t2)dt2: (B.2)
Then, by using the following trivial equality
F+L+T+jL=t1(t2) = FT+(t2     t1) (B.3)
and replacing (B.3) in (B.2), it follows that
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S++L+T+jL=t1(u2) =
Z 1
F 
+L+T+jL=t1 (u2)
FT+(t2     t1)dt2
=
Z 1
F T+(u2)++t1
FT+(t2     t1)dt2
=
Z 1
F T+(u2)
FT+(r)dr
= S+T+(u2): (B.4)
Thus, by replacing (B.4) in (B.1), it is held that
S+H(u1; u2) =
Z 1
F L (u1)
FL(t1)  S+T+(u2)dt1
= S+L (u1)S
+
T+(u2):
Now, the value of H is obtained. By (5), we have that
(L;+L+T+) =
Z +1
0
FL(t1)E[+ L+ T +jL = t1]dt1
= E[L] + 
Z +1
0
FL(t1)t1dt1 +E[T +]E[L] (B.5)
where Z +1
0
FL(t1)t1dt1 =
Z +1
0
Z +1
t1
t1dFL(y)dt1
=
1
2
E[L2]: (B.6)
Finally, if (B.6) is replaced in (B.5), it follows that
(L;+L+T+) = E[L] + 
E[L2]
2
+E[T +]E[L]
= E[L]E[T +]

1 +

E[T +]
+ 
E[L2]
2E[L]E[T +]

:
Therefore, from Theorem 3.2,
H = (lnS; T + +  lnS +) is CMNBUE if and only if
S+H(u1; u2)  H(1  u1)(1  u2) for all (u1; u2) 2 (0; 1)2
or, equivalently, if
S+lnS(u1)
(1  u1)E[lnS]
S+T+(u2)
(1  u2)E[T +]  1 +

E[T +]
+ 
E[ln2 S]
E[lnS]E[T +]
for all (u1; u2) 2 [0; 1)2, and the inequality (13) is obtained.
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